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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Companies that operate in the mining industry have great direct impact 

towards the environment. The mining industry is often considered to be one of the 

most sensitive business whenever related to environmental issues. Therefore, 

mining companies are expected to report their environmental sustainability 

performance towards stakeholders in order to maintain their reputation. Corporate 

information nowadays are disseminated by the media of internet which have 

several benefits compared with the printed media. These benefits were 

conceptualised through Media Richness Theory and applied in the context of 

internet based environmental communication practices of companies in the 

Indonesian Mining Industry. 

The results show that from thirty five Indonesian mining companies, not 

everyone of them have provided environmental information on their websites. 

There are seven companies which were found not conducting environmental 

communication through the medium of internet. These companies that do not 

provide these information are indicated to be giving less sufficient attention and 

effort toward environmental issues which are sensitive topic related to the mining 

industry. But not every companies that communicate their environmental 

information provide comprehansive information in order for stakeholders to fully 

understand the information.  
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Companies which provide their environmental information on their 

website either communicate it as sustainability report, annual report, or in the 

HTML format in the form of the company’s environmental discription or under 

the form of news updates. There are companies which provide comprehansive 

information in all three formats such as PT. Adaro Energy Tbk. and PT. Aneka 

Tambang Tbk. These companies explain comprehansive summary of their 

environmental report on the HTML format and annual report, then the most 

detailed information is explained on the sustainability report. 

Environmental information are provided by companies on the websites as 

webpages are mostly covering the company’s commitment and plan towards 

environmental concerns. More comprehensive information and report of the 

environmental activities that have been conducted troughout the year are informed 

on the Annual Report integrated with other information under corporate social 

responsibility or QHSE and also on the sustainability report. There are only seven 

companies which provide comprehansive sustainability report and only six of 

them that are using GRI as the guideline of reporting. The companies which 

provide sustainability report are PT. Adaro Energy Tbk., PT. Indo Tambangraya 

Megah Tbk., PT. Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam Tbk., PT. Medco Energi 

International Tbk., PT. Aneka Tambang (persero) Tbk., PT. Vale Indonesia Tbk., 

and PT. Timah (persero) Tbk.  Both PT. Bumi Resources Tbk. and PT. Timah 

Tbk. provide the sustainability report integrated with the annual report 

The study also found out what are the environmental aspects that are 

communicated by companies. Biodiversity is the most disclosed environmental 
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aspect that were informed by Indonesian public mining companies. Post-mining 

activities such as mining land reclamation and rehabilitation are popularly 

discussed by companies through their websites. It is found from the analysis that 

companies which provide sustainability report using GRI as the reporting 

guidance covers more environmental aspects to be disclosed than those which do 

not provide sustainability report or provide sustainability report with not using 

GRI as the guideline. PT. Adaro Energy Tbk. and PT. Timah Tbk. informed ten 

out of eleven environmental aspects, PT. Indo Tambangraya Megah Tbk., PT. 

Aneka Tambang Tbk. and PT. Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam Tbk. provide 

seven, PT. Vale Indonesia has six, and PT. Medco Energy International has five. 

Mining companies in Indonesia have not fully utilized the potential 

benefits of the internet as a communication medium on environmental reporting. 

Although there are several companies that have maximized the features of media 

richness theory on the website, the result is poor when it seen from the overall 

view of the whole industry. There is limited use of the Immediacy, Personal 

Source, and Concurrency abilities of the web. In immediacy,  

Companies were focusing primarily on organizing environmental 

information through their websites through the Multiple Cues, Language Variety, 

Externally Recordable, Computer Processable Memory features and making this 

accessible to their numerous stakeholders through the Multiple Addressability 

benefit. Moreover, it was clearly seen from this analysis that companies were 

providing general features for websites, rather than having specific features for 

individual sections of websites.  
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Another interesting finding is that there are few companies which do not 

even provide any form of environmental information on their website. As 

companies which operate in the industry that have direct impact towards the 

environment, they have shown that they do not have sufficient commitment 

towards environmental sustainability. The analysis shows that the websites are 

used by Indonesian mining companies to mainly focus on the dissemination of 

corporate financial information. In other words, most companies use the internet 

to focus only in giving corporate information to the shareholder rather than 

stakeholders in general. 

Companies may not be aware of the potential benefits offered by the web 

for communication purposes. Web based environmental communication could be 

a learning process for most companies in the absence of guidelines for such a 

form of communication. On the contrary, companies may be reluctant to use the 

web for communicating environmental information. This may be due to issues 

such as a lack of accessibility with certain stakeholders, confidentiality and 

security issues, the concern over information overload, or even costs associated 

with website maintenance. Moreover, the use of the web for environmental 

communication could merely be an attempt by corporations to enhance their 

legitimacy through public relations exercises. These explanations warrant further 

investigation and would require moving beyond analysis of websites and 

interacting with a company’s key decision makers . Nevertheless, exploratory 

works such as the current study are insightful because they provide 
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Through the whole analysis process conducted in this study, there are 

companies which have been indicated to have already realized the importance to 

use web features conceptualized in media richness theory. PT. Adaro Energy 

Tbk., PT. Aneka Tambang Tbk. and PT. Timah Tbk. have met more criterias of 

media richness theory than the other companies. These companies also provide 

comprehansive environmental information that covers most of the GRI based 

environmental aspects. Each of the environmental aspects are disclosed in a 

comprehansive manner showing the performance that the companies have done 

comparing with the previous years. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

5.2.1 Suggestion for Industry 

Companies that conduct their business in mining industry should pay high 

attention in sustaining the environment as they give direct impact to it. To be able 

for stakeholders to evaluate the performance, companies need to transparently 

report about their commitment and actions. Any mining companies should provide 

the comprehansive environmental information and reporting though publishing 

sustainability report. GRI should also be applied as the guideline so that 

environmental performances of the company are comprehansively measureable. 

The quality of the company’s information presentation, reflect the quality of 

their environmental commitment. Internet is the media which have high 

advantages in providing the information. Companies should apply the Media 

Richness theory on their websites to make corporate communication more 
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effective through the internet. The previous chapter also mentioned some 

examples of websites that have applied the criterias of Media Richness Theory. 

5.2.2 Suggestion for Future Research 

The study suggests for future research to conduct a study to find the 

influence between the extent of internet advantages utilization as a corporate 

communication medium with the corporate financial performance. In this way, 

there will be clear measurement whether the company gain economic benefits or 

not from using internet to provide information about environmental reporting. 

Future research can also explore the financial reporting on companies’ website by 

using media richness theory. As the media richness theory is applicable for 

general communication use, further research should also use the theory to find out 

the extent of the potentials of the internet utilization as a communication media for 

financial report conducted by companies. 

 


